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International. Now 

consumers can Score big 

on value and brilliant taste, 

while enjoying this explosive 

energy drink. With its double 

shot of Guarana and a 

healthy dose of B vitamins, 

Score has twice the power to 

release a wave of energy. And 

because it’s taurine free, 

Score has that great aftertaste fans have 

come to love. 

Score Original and Apple are both 

available in the new 500ml cans selling at 

R10 per can.

A hint of history

Steenberg 
Vineyards has 
launched a 
new range of 
generous, super-
premium wines 
named after 
three tall ships 
in the Royal 
Navy fleet that

defeated the Dutch in the Battle of 
Muizenberg in 1795. Steenberg Ruby Rosé 
2017 is an invigorating blend of Syrah 
(51%) and Cinsault (49%) that delights 
with whiffs of watermelon sorbet, toffee 
apple and red licorice candy. Crisp yet 
full and creamy with a mouthful of juicy 
raspberries, wild strawberries and hints 
of spice, this dry Rosé has lovely depth 
and refreshes with a zesty citrus finish. 
Steenberg Sphynx Chardonnay 2017 is  
a lightly barrel-fermented Chardonnay that 
stems from vineyards in Robertson and 
Bonnievale. The wine teems with orange 
blossom, butterscotch and yellow stone-
fruit supported by a richly structured palate 
with nuances of quince and pear. 

Steenberg Stately 2015 is a generous, 
full-bodied blend of Cabernet Sauvignon 
(63%) and Shiraz (37%). The Ruby Rosé 
2017 sells for R86, the Sphynx Chardonnay 
2017 sells for R135 and the Stately Red 
2015 sells for R135 at the Steenberg 
cellar door in Constantia or at retailers 
country-wide.

Care cream for  
the whole family

Bettamed Care Cream treats itching, wet 

and dry eczema, rashes, athlete’s foot, 

insect bites, chickenpox, sunburn and

Denny adds moreish 
mushroom Bites and Nuggets 
to its frozen range

Following hot on the heels of its successful 

mushroom burger launch, Denny 

announced the addition of three new 

mushroom-based products to its frozen 

range, Denny Bites and Nuggets. Denny 

Bites are available in two variants, namely 

Plain and Cheese and Denny Nuggets are 

available in Plain.

Both products contain no added MSG, 

no soya and no GMO ingredients, making 

them a completely guilt-free snack or meal. 

Made with fresh mushrooms, onions and a 

hint of garlic, Denny Bites and Nuggets can 

be cooked in less than 10 minutes.

Denny Bites and Nuggets retail at the 

recommended retail price of R44,99 for 

320g and are available at leading retailers. 

Chicken with cheese

Sovereign Foods announced the launch and 

extension of its bread-coated and cooked 

chicken range – a new crumbed range of 

coated chicken products with generous 

inclusions of real cheese. The new variant 

has a mature cheddar cheese flavour and 

comes with a hint of onion. The new range 

includes chicken nuggets, burgers, strips, 

steaklets and schnitzels.

The new range is available under the 

retail brand of one of its national retail 

partners and also under Sovereign Foods’ 

own catering brand Chicken’tizers.

The new cheese variant of the crumbed 

and cooked range has an authentic texture 

as the meat fibres are still visible between 

globs of cheese. 

Bigger is better

Bigger is better with the new Score 500ml 

cans just launched by Chill Beverages

mild burns. It also 

works wonders for 

shingles that is  

a really nasty and 

painful condition. 

Its anti-fungal, 

anti-bacterial and 

anti-inflammatory 

properties ensure 

rapid healing.

Bettamed products contain CHD-FA 

(Carbohydrate Derived Fulvic Acid) which 

is a patented form of Fulvic Acid that has 

been clinically tested in human safety trials. 

Bettamed Care Cream is available 

without a prescription and is covered by 

most medical aids and can be used safely 

by the whole family, including babies and 

the elderly.

Wiping with care

Little ones are truly unpredictable at the 

best of times. You never know when there 

will be a little milk burp, a hand full of 

mud, the nappy of all nappies or a pumpkin 

smear across their foreheads. 

Huggies Wipes are made from 65% 

natural fibres which form a unique cotton-

like material that is thick and soft to 

offer gentle, effective cleaning and super 

absorbency. They clean gently, locking away 

the mess and quickly refreshing baby’s 

delicate skin. They also have new features 

such as a rigid lens which ensure the wipes 

retain their moisture and don’t dry out, as 

well as improved, one-hand dispensing, a 

new updated product folding process to 

ensure one wipe comes out at a time and 

larger pack formats.

what’s new?

Our Mobi New Products site is 
dedicated to the latest in product 

and packaging innovation and sends 
a notification right to the palm of 
your hand as the launch happens.

Go to m.supermarket.co.za to see  
the products featured. A free 

subscription  
offers you the  

full functionality  
of the mobi site. 


